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Why Bridge

Welcome to a smarter, more people-
centric approach to immigration.

One that blends high-tech innovation with high-touch service to deliver an
exceptional experience—and better outcomes—for you and your

international employees alike.

Discover our people-centric approach

https://www.bridge.legal/why-bridge
https://www.bridge.legal/company/client-success


"A strategic and e!ective immigration
program has been a critical driver of Carta's
talent goals, and Bridge has been
instrumental in leading it."

NOLAN CHURCH, CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER

A Central Hub 
for All Things Immigration



Process Visibility

Collaboration

Automation

Planning & Strategy

Employee Experience

Our technology platform transforms immigration processes into digital workflows 
that are time-efficient, streamlined, and transparent.

Discover the platform

https://www.bridge.legal/platform/overview


Client Services
Reinvented

Responsiveness, clear
communication, and transparency
are at the heart of everything we do.
It’s a very different approach to
immigration services. But don’t
worry, you’ll get used to it.

Bridge services

https://www.bridge.legal/services/corporate-immigration-services


Leading Businesses of All Sizes Use Bridge



Leading Businesses of All Sizes Use Bridge
Don't just take our word for it. These happy teams use Bridge.

Customer Story

Bridge alleviated the
anxiety-ridden process
“Bridge has added
unprecedented efficiency and
transparency to our previously
cumbersome and anxiety-
inducing immigration process.”

KELLIE LATTIMORE,

Demo

Discover
Effortless
Immigration
Schedule a phone
call and a demo to

“Immigration used to feel like a full-time job before
Bridge transformed our process”

https://www.bridge.legal/%23
https://www.bridge.legal/%23


More Customer Stories

The Latest from Bridge
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November 12, 2019
Bridge Unveils New Brand
and Corporate Immigration
Platform

SAN FRANCISCO, Ca., Nov. 12, 2019 –
Bridge, the transformative corporate
immigration solution, today revealed an
updated brand identity and a freshly-
revamped Bridge platform, the technology
arm of its immigration solution, which now
features new strategic capabilities in
addition to a new design.

Read Press Release

August 31, 2020
Having a Voice in America:
My Immigration Story

Our drive to lead with empathy is born
from the experiences of immigrants on the
team at Bridge. Bridge Client Services
Associate, Georgia Miller, immigrated to
America from the U.K. within the past year.
Her story taught us the value of having a
voice.

Read Blog Post
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